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"This game will be bigger than Skyrim!” - Bill Corbett, Rifftrax/Mystery Science Theatre 3000
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Everything you disliked about old NES-era games. Most of the game's difficulty comes from bad design.. this game is better
than the movie its based on and this game is hard but would the master approve no. Great game easy to learn, brings you back to
old school platformers, run and gun (well in this case you can't shoot while walking.). It has very good music, I think some
stages could have been longer, and there could have been more enemy variety. The bosses were cool though, Don't bother with
the leaderboards. The highscore is stupid since you can infinitely stack points on the bubbles in stage 6, and the in-game timer
makes no sense. How does it take me 20 minutes (RTA) without dying to complete the game and end with a 14 minute in-game
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timer? Where did the 6 minutes go? There aren't that many cutscenes to amound to that time. FreakZone pls.. AVGN
Adventures without all the "i'd take a poop in a shitpickle mouth and suck on buffalo diarrhea" stuff, which makes it a pretty
solid game with tight controller controls!. Look if you've played AVGN Adventures, then this is basically what came before it. I
dont know the entire story but the game definitely had a major update than how I saw it, which is not saying it's a bad thing but
rather something I wasnt expecting when I bought it. Long story short it's worth looking into whether you know about this movie
or not.
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